
The purpose of this document is to give instructions on how to add a new venue to the 
Community Outings Web page, in order to keep formatting consistent across different pages. 
Throughout this document, the Perkins Museum (at the Perkins School for the Blind) will be 
used as an example. 
 
To add information about a new venue, first go to the page that best describes the type of venue 
(e.g. Museums) via the tabs on the left of the web page. Then, click on Create Page button on the 
upper left portion of the page. Type the name of the venue as the page name, and select “Put 
page under <venue type>” below, and then click “Create”: 
 

 
 
Once the page is created, click the edit button, also in the upper left. Click on Layout in the upper 
left and select “One Column” (the visual shows a header and footer area above and below the 
main body). 



 
 
In the header, insert a 3x1 table by clicking on Table at the top of the page, and then Insert Table. 
Copy and Paste images of the venue into the left and right cells of the table. Then, type “General 
Information” in 18-pt. font at the top of the center cell, and adjust the cell width so that this is all 
on one line. Then, fill in the rest of the general information as shown below in 12-pt. font (we 
often used previously filled pages for reference here). To include the website link, click on the 

insert link button on the toolbar: . Then, click on “Web address”, copy and paste the URL 
into the lower box, and type what text you want the link to display in the first box. 
 



 
 

 
 
 
  



Now create a 3-column table in the main body, and put the headings “Mobility 
Accommodations”, “Sensory Information”, and “Additional Information” in 16-pt. font in the 
top row. Since the number of rows will depend on the number of mobility accommodations, the 
table size may need to be adjusted while editing. To delete an extra row, click on a cell in the 
row you want to delete and select Table > Delete Row. Similarly, to add a row at the bottom of 
the table, highlight the last row and select Table > Insert Row Below. 
 

 
 
  



Fill in each column with all of the appropriate information, in 12-point font and adjust the width 
as appropriate. Finally, add any more specific important information about the venue in the 
footer. 
 

 
 
  



Now, return to the venue type page (Museums for this example), and click the edit button and 
scroll to the region where the venue is located. Highlight the row above where the venue should 
be inserted (we’ve alphabetized venues within regions), and select Table > Add Row Below. 

Click in the venue’s “Name” cell and click on the insert link button, . Click the + button 
next to the appropriate venue type, find the venue you just added, and click OK. Finally, fill in 
the description and location of the venue. 
 

 
 


